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Aðferðafræði


Sálfræði / námssálfræði


Félagssfræði


Youth cultures in the age of global media / edited by David Buckingham, Professor of Communications and Media Studies, Loughborough University, UK, Sara Bragg, Senior Research Fellow, University of Brighton, UK, Mary Jane Kehily, Professor of Childhood an


Námsráðgjöf


Leikskólafræði


Skólastjórnun


Fötlunarfræði / sérkennsla


The Routledge companion to severe, profound and multiple learning difficulties / edited by Penny Lacey, Rob Ashdown, Phyllis Jones, Hazel Lawson and Michele Pipe. Companion to severe, profound and multiple learning difficulties. Abingdon, Oxon; New York,


Menntastefnur / menntakerfi


Kennslufræði


In the service of learning and empowerment: service-learning, critical pedagogy, and the Problem-Solution Project / Vera L. Stenhouse ... [et al.]. Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing Inc., 2014.


Nemendur


Listgreinakennsla


Íþróttafraði / Tómstundafræði


Human physiology : an integrated approach / Dee Unglaub Silverthorn ; with contributions by Bruce R. Johnson and William C. Ober, illustration coordinator ; Claire W. Garrison, illustrator ; Andrew C. Silverthorn, clinical consultant. 7th. ed. Harlow : Pe


Atlas of anatomy : Latin nomenclature / edited by Anne M. Gilroy, Brian R. MacPherson, Lawrence M. Ross ; based on the work of Michael Schuenke, Erik Schulte, Udo Schumacher ; consulting editors, Jonas Broman, Anna Josephson ; illustrated by Markus Voll,


Heilsufræði


Trúarbragðakennsla


Náttúru- og umhverfisfræði

Tónlistarkennsla


Stærðfræðikennsla


*De yngsta barnens matematik* / Camilla Björklund & Karin Franzén (red.). 1. uppl. Stockholm : Liber, 2015(Kina)


Tungumálanám


Bókmenntafráði

Móðurmálskennsla / lestrarkennsla


Ritunarkennsla


Interpretive autoethnography / Norman K. Denzin, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 2nd. edition. Los Angeles : SAGE, c2014.

Sagnfræði


Reforming teacher education for online pedagogy development / Abigail G. Scheg, Elizabeth City State University, USA. Hershey, PA : Information Science Reference, 2014.